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Abstract
In this paper we consider shared-memory switches. We introduce a novel general non-
preemptive bu"er management scheme, which considers the queues ordered by their size. We
propose a new scheduling policy, based on our general scheme, which we call the Harmonic
policy. We analyze the performance of the Harmonic policy by means of competitive analysis
and demonstrate that its throughput competitive ratio is at most ln(N )+2, where N is the num-
ber of output ports. We also present a lower bound of (logN=log logN ) on the performance
of any online deterministic policy. Our simulations also show that the Harmonic policy achieves
high throughput and easily adapts to changing load conditions.
c© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The Internet is built around a large variety of transmission and switching systems and
the information transfer is aggregated into packets, which are individually forwarded
and switched toward their destinations. The main tasks of a router are to receive a
packet from an input port, :nd its destination port using the routing table, transfer the
packet to the output port via the switch fabric, and :nally transmit it on the output
link. If a burst of packets destined to the same output port arrives, not all packets
can be transmitted on the ;y and thus some of them need to be bu"ered. A critical
aspect of the switch architecture is placement of bu"ers. In the output queuing (OQ)
architecture, packets arriving from input ports immediately cross the switching fabric,
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and join a queue at the switch output port. It is well-known that the OQ architecture
allows one to maximize throughput and control packet latency accurately. The shared
memory (SM) switch architecture is an OQ architecture in which output queues are
dynamically allocated from a shared memory pool.
The main bene:t of SM switches is their ;exibility. At the one extreme, they can
be used for complete sharing, where the memory is used as one bu"er to serve all
the output ports. The main bene:t of complete sharing is that it takes advantage of
statistical multiplexing. However, complete sharing may perform poorly under over-
load conditions [10]. The problem is that a single output port can take over most
of the memory, preventing packets destined for other output ports from gaining ac-
cess, which causes the total switch throughput to drop. At the other extreme, shared
memory can also simulate complete partition, i.e. a dedicated bu"er for each out-
put port. In this case the ;ow of each output port is fully protected from the ;ows
of other output ports. This comes at the cost of underutilization of resources, thus
risking higher loss during bursts. The ;exibility of shared memory allows one to
specify many other policies on the spectrum between complete sharing and com-
plete partition. The goal of a bu"er management policy is to achieve as much of
the bene:ts of both schemes while su"ering as little as possible from their
weaknesses.
The bu"er management policies are traditionally classi:ed into two categories: pre-
emptive and non-preemptive, according to whether they utilize the preempt action
in which a packet that has been accepted into the bu"er can be later dropped in
order to free space for newly arriving packets. The tradeo" here is between ease
of implementation and hardware (where non-preemptive policies have an advantage)
and higher performance (where preemptive policies have an advantage). Both types
of policies have been widely considered in the networking literature. For a good
survey of shared-memory bu"er management policies the reader can refer
to [2].
The main class of non-preemptive scheduling policies are static threshold schemes.
Irland [10] considers some simple policies of this type. In sharing with maximum
queue lengths (SMXQ) scheme, each output queue has a static bound on its length
and a packet is accepted if there is a free space in the bu"er and the correspond-
ing bound is not violated. In some schemes, like sharing with a maximum queue and
minimum allocation (SMQMA) due to Kamoun and Kleinrock [11], each port always
has access to a minimum allocated space. The main problem of the static threshold
schemes is that they are not adaptive. When many queues are active and the sum of
their thresholds exceeds the bu"er capacity, the bu"er may :ll up completely, even
though all queues are obeying the threshold constraints. Thus, some queues can be
starved, which leads to underutilization of the switch. On the other hand, when very
few queues are active, they are denied access to the idle bu"er space beyond the
sum of their thresholds. This creates higher packet loss rate for the active queues
(see [5]).
Another class of non-preemptive policies includes dynamic threshold schemes. In
the Dynamic Threshold (DT) policy due to Choudhury and Hahne [5], the threshold
on a queue length at any instant of time is proportional to the current amount of
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unused bu"er space in the switch multiplied by some constant. Packet arrivals for an
output port are blocked whenever the corresponding queue length equals or exceeds
the current threshold value. The main idea is that the DT policy deliberately holds a
small amount of bu"er space in reserve and divides the remaining bu"er space equally
among the active output queues.
The class of preemptive policies has been also studied extensively. A delayed res-
olution policy (DRP) was proposed by Thareja and Agrawala in [24]. The DRP does
not discard an arriving packet if there is space in the common bu"er. If a packet
arrives and the common bu"er is full, the arriving packet, or some other packet that
was already accepted, is discarded. The decision to drop a packet from a certain queue
can be made based on the state of the system or based on di"erent priority classes.
Wei et al. [26] propose the Longest Queue Drop (LQD) policy, which drops a packet
from the longest queue in the switch, when the memory is full. Competitive analysis
of preemptive scheduling policies appears in [8]. They show that LQD is 2-competitive
and present a lower bound of 43 on the competitive ratio of any deterministic online
policy. Unfortunately, non-preemptive policies cannot achieve a constant competitive
ratio, as we will show in this paper. A comparison of preemptive policies has been
provided in [16].
Our model is as follows. We assume that all the packets are of equal size. When a
packet arrives, the bu"er management policy determines whether to accept or reject it.
Packets cannot be preempted and once a packet is accepted, it is eventually transmitted
on the output link. Conceptually, one may think of the packets in the shared memory
as partitioned to separate queues destined to distinct output ports. Clearly, the sum of
the lengths of the queues is bounded by the size of the shared memory. At every time
unit, from every non-empty output queue, the :rst packet is sent on the corresponding
output link. In addition, any number of packets destined to di"erent output ports may
arrive. The basic goal of the bu"er management policy is that of maximizing the total
number of packets transmitted.
In this work we introduce a general non-preemptive bu"er management scheme for
shared memory packet switches. The main novel idea is to consider not only the size
of the queue as a function of the output port, but also the ability to consider the queues
sorted by their current size. For example, our scheme allows one to bound the size of
the second largest queue, regardless of the identity of the output port. This way one
can specify that there will be at most two large queues and the other queues should
be of moderate size. Although we specify the number of large queues, we do not
specify their identities, thus in the above example any two output ports can take the
large allocations. In a nutshell, the scheme allows to bound the length of an individual
queue and the total length of a subset of queues.
We use competitive analysis [23,4] to study the performance of our policies. In
competitive analysis, the online policy is compared with an optimal oMine policy OPT ,
that knows the entire input sequence in advance. The online algorithm A is called c-
competitive if for any input sequence 	 of packets, the number of packets sent by
OPT is at most c times that delivered by A plus a constant independent of 	. The
advantage of competitive analysis is that a uniform performance guarantee is provided
over all input instances.
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1.1. Our results
We propose a new scheduling policy, which falls in our general framework, called
Harmonic. The idea of the Harmonic policy is to divide the memory between the
queues according to their sorted order, where the length of the ith largest queue is
(approximately) proportional to 1=i fraction of the memory. (This is why the scheme
is called Harmonic, since it uses the harmonic series for the memory allocation.) We
prove that the Harmonic policy is (ln(N )+2)-competitive. Thereafter we present a more
;exible Parametric Harmonic policy and establish that for a parameter r its competitive
ratio is O(r logr N ). We also derive a lower bound of (log N= log log N ) on the
performance of any online deterministic policy.
Our simulations show that the Harmonic policy has many interesting features. First,
it achieves high throughput and easily adapts to changing load conditions. Second,
when compared to DT [5] and SQXM [10] it seems to track the better performer of
the two policies, which suggests that Harmonic is a good balance between the two.
The Harmonic policy has a certain built-in degree of fairness, since each output port
is guaranteed some memory assignment, and thus highly loaded output ports cannot
completely block lightly loaded ones. In our simulations we use an N-Burst arrival
process [27,19,21], where traNc is a superposition of N independent streams from
identical ON/OFF sources producing self-similar traNc. Measurements of real Internet
traNc indicate that a signi:cant traNc variance (burstiness) is present on a wide range
of time scales [18,6,7,25]. The N-Burst Process has self similar properties cited above,
and therefore should be fairly informative.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The model description appears in
Section 2. We introduce the general bu"er management technique in Section 3. In
Section 4 we describe our policies and analyze their performance. Section 5 contains
simulation results.
2. Model description
We consider a shared memory switch with N output queues. (see Fig. 1). The bu1er
management policy determines how the total bu"er space is used by individual output
queues of the switch. We assume that all packets have a :xed size and the bu"er
capacity is M packets. Each output port q has a First-In-First-Out (FIFO) queue Qq
that holds the packets which are destined to that output port. At any time, the total
length of the queues cannot exceed the memory capacity, i.e., M packets.
Time is slotted. We divide each time step into two phases. The :rst phase is the
transmission phase during which the :rst packet from each non-empty output queue
is sent on the output link. The second phase is the arrival phase. In the arrival phase
an arbitrary number of packets may arrive and the bu"er management policy de-
cides whether the newly arrived packets should be accepted (subject to the bu"er
capacity constraint) or rejected. The policy cannot preempt accepted packets from
the bu"er.
We assume that the bu"er is controlled by an online bu"er management policy A.
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Fig. 1. Shared memory switch example.
Denition 1. We denote by LAq (t) the length of the queue to output port q at the end
of time step t after the arrival phase. We denote by s(i; t) the output port that has the
ith largest queue in the sorted order at time t. 1
The aim of the bu"er management policy is that of maximizing the number of packets
sent. Let 	 be a sequence of packet arrivals. We denote by VA(	) and VOPT (	) the
total number of packets transmitted out of the sequence 	, by A and an optimal oMine
policy OPT , respectively. The competitive ratio of A is de:ned as follows.
Denition 2. An online bu"er management policy A is c-competitive if for every input
sequence of packets 	, VOPT (	)6cVA(	)+a, where a is a constant independent of 	.
3. General buer management
In this section we introduce a general bu"er management methodology based on a
system of inequalities. The variables used are the queue lengths that can be indexed
by either the identity of a speci:c output port q, or by the rank of the queue length
in the sorted order s(i). For example, to state that the total allocation cannot exceed
the bu"er capacity M , we add the inequality
∑
q Lq6M . In our scheme a packet is
accepted if admitting it does not violate any constraint, otherwise it is rejected. If we
would like to reserve some space, we can do it by referring directly to the output port’s
queue. On the other hand, if we would like to limit the number of large queues, we
can use the sorted order. For example, one can specify that there will be at most ten
large queues, at most ten additional moderate size queues, and the remaining queues
should be small. This gives a useful mechanism for sharing, that takes advantage of
the statistical multiplexing (we do not know in advance which output ports would be
1 We will omit the time and the policy when it would be clear from the context.
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heavily loaded) and also gives a signi:cant level of protection to the other ports since
the heavily loaded output ports cannot completely overtake the memory.
We will demonstrate how various existing scheduling policies can be represented
using our system. We start with the Complete Sharing (CS) policy that accepts an
arriving packet if any space is available in the switch memory. This can be written as,
N∑
q=1
Lq 6 M:
Second, we consider the Complete Partitioning (CP) policy. In CP the entire bu"er
space is permanently partitioned among the N output ports, where output port q has
allocation Tq. (A partition is valid if
∑
q Tq=M .) We can write this as,
Lq 6 Tq : q = 1; : : : ; N:
Note that although there are N inequalities for the complete sharing policy, only one
inequality has to be veri:ed for each arriving packet.
Next we proceed to the Sharing with Maximum Queue Lengths (SMXQ) policy due
to Irland [10]. The SMXQ policy bene:ts from the eNciency of bu"er sharing, but
also avoids monopolization of the switch by one heavily loaded port. In this policy, a
limit Tq is imposed on the size of the bu"er allocated to output port q. Unlike CP, the
sum of thresholds may be greater than the total memory space M , thus SMXQ also
provides sharing to some extent. This may be written as,
Lq 6 Tq : q = 1; : : : ; N ;
N∑
q=1
Lq 6 M:
Sharing with a Maximum Queue and Minimum Allocation (SMQMA) is a modi:-
cation of SMXQ that was proposed by Kamoun and Kleinrock [11]. In SMQMA each
output port always has access to a minimum allocated space, but the queues cannot
be arbitrarily long. To implement SMQMA, in addition to the queue length, for each
output port q we maintain a reservation variable Rq. The value of Rq indicates the
minimal space allocated to port q. We can express this as,
Lq 6 Tq : q = 1; : : : ; N ;
N∑
q=1
max(Lq; Rq)6 M:
Notice that in both SMXQ and SMQMA only two inequalities per packet need to
be veri:ed.
Finally, we consider the Dynamic Threshold (DT) policy due to Choudhury and
Hahne [5]. The queue length thresholds of the output ports, at any instant in time,
are proportional to the current amount of unused space in the shared memory multi-
plied by a parameter . Packet arrivals for an output port are blocked whenever the
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output port’s queue length equals or exceeds the current threshold value. This can be
de:ned as,
F = M −
N∑
q=1
Lq;
Lq 6 F : q = 1; : : : ; N:
The following is an interesting generic system. Depending on the policy implemented,
some inequalities may be unexploited under particular policies.
Lq 6 Tq : q = 1; : : : ; N ;
k∑
i=1
Ls(i) 6 Bk : k = 1 : : : N ;
N∑
q=1
max(Lq; Rq)6 M;
where we denote the threshold on the length of the queue of output port q by Tq, the
minimal space reserved for that queue by Rq, and the threshold on the total length of
the k longest queues by Bk .
4. Harmonic buer management
In this section we describe the Harmonic and the Parametric Harmonic policies based
on our general scheme and then analyze their performance.
For the Harmonic policy, the cumulative threshold on the total length of the k largest
queues, Bk , equals M= ln(N ) + 1
∑k
i=1 1=i. When a new packet arrives, the Harmonic
policy checks whether in case the packet is admitted all the inequalities remain satis:ed.
If so, the packet is accepted, otherwise it is rejected. Formally, the Harmonic policy
is de:ned as,
Bk =
M
ln(N ) + 1
k∑
i=1
1
i
;
k∑
i=1
Ls(i) 6 Bk : k = 1; : : : ; N:
Notice that the Harmonic policy allocation satis:es the bu"er capacity constraint
since for k =N we have
∑N
i=1 Li6BN¡M . Thus, the total length of all the queues
cannot exceed M . On the one hand, the Harmonic policy allocates suNciently large
bu"er space for individual bursts (up to M= ln(N ) + 1 packets). On the other hand,
it always reserves some bu"er space for idle output ports, which enables one to start
serving them immediately when they become active. The minimal bu"er space allo-
cated by the Harmonic policy to a single queue is M=N (ln(N ) + 1) (under a realistic
assumption that M¿N (ln N + 1)).
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In many cases we would like to be able to specify the extent of bu"er sharing in
our scheme. Unfortunately, the thresholds in the Harmonic policy do not have this
added ;exibility. Thus, we propose a similar scheme, Parametric Harmonic policy,
which has a parameter r¿1 that speci:es the extent of bu"er sharing between the
output ports. The Parametric Harmonic policy is identical to the Harmonic policy and
only di"ers in that the de:nition of Bk now depends on a parameter r. The Parametric
Harmonic policy divides the queues into b blocks of length ri (i=1; : : : ; b). We assume
that
∑b
i=1 r
i =N and thus b=(logr N ). Each block is allocated M=b memory slots.
Formally, this can be written as,
Bk =(n+m=rn+1)M=b, where k =
∑n
i=1 r
i+m is the index of the queue in the sorted
order, n + 1 is the index of the class of the queue and m¡rn+1 is the index of the
queue within the class;
k∑
i=1
Ls(i) 6 Bk : k = 1; : : : ; N:
Observe that the Harmonic policy is not a special case of the Parametric Harmonic
policy.
4.1. Performance analysis
In this section we establish that the Harmonic policy, also denoted by HAR, is
(ln(N ) + 2)-competitive. Thereafter we demonstrate that the competitive ratio of the
Parametric Harmonic policy is O(r logr N ) for a parameter r. Finally, we show a lower
bound of (log N= log log N ) on the performance of any online deterministic policy.
In what follows we assume a given input packet sequence 	. To analyze the through-
put of the Harmonic policy we introduce some helpful de:nitions. The next de:nition
concerns packets that OPT delivers during a time step while Harmonic does not.
Denition 3. A packet transmitted by OPT at time step t on output port q is said to
be an extra packet if at time t the output port q of Harmonic is idle.
Note that all extra packets sent by OPT should eventually appear in an output queue
of OPT when the corresponding Harmonic queue is empty. Now we introduce a notion
of potentially extra packets.
Denition 4. We call a packet p in the queue to output port q of OPT at time t a
potentially extra packet if lOPT (p; t)¿LHARq (t).
We will match each extra packet of OPT to a packet sent by Harmonic, in a way
that each Harmonic packet is matched to at most ln(N ) + 1 times.
Denition 5. For a packet p sent by OPT , we denote by f(p) the packet of Harmonic
p is matched to. If there is no such packet, f(p)= undef, i.e., f(p) is unde:ned.
We say that p and f(p) are mates.
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Denition 6. The latency of a packet p in the bu"er of a policy A, lA(p; t), is its
position in the queue at time t, i.e. the number of time steps before the packet is
transmitted.
The following matching routine guarantees that all potentially extra packets are
matched to packets sent by Harmonic (this will be proved in what follows). Note
that all extra packets became at some point of time prior to their transmission po-
tentially extra packets. The intuition is that we try to match potentially extra packets
as early as they appear, which guarantees that all extra packets are also matched at
time they are sent by OPT . The routine is executed at the end of each time step after
the arrival phase, and adds some matchings according to the actions of Harmonic and
OPT .
Matching Routine (at the end of time step t):
Step 1: For each matched packet p in queue Qq of OPT Do
If lOPT (p; t)6LHARq (t) Then
temp=f(p);
f(p)= undef;
If there exists an unmatched packet p′ in queue Qq of OPT
s. t. lOPT (p′; t)¿LHARq (t) Then
f(p′)= temp;
Step 2: For each unmatched OPT packet p in queue Qq Do
If lOPT (p; t)¿LHARq (t) Then
Let p′ be a packet in the Harmonic bu"er that is matched at most ln N
times and has latency less than lOPT (p; t);
f(p)=p′;
Observation 1. Any Harmonic packet is matched at most ln N + 1 times.
The observation follows from the fact than no Harmonic packet can be matched
more than ln N + 1 times by Step 2 of the matching routine. Note that Step 1 can-
not increase the number of OPT packets matched to a Harmonic packet. We will
later show that the matching routine is feasible. Next we introduce a few helpful
de:nitions.
Denition 7. A packet p in the Harmonic bu"er at time t is said to be eligible for
matching by Step 2 if the latency of p is smaller than the latency of any OPT packet
to be matched by Step 2 at this time and p is currently matched at most ln N times.
Denition 8. We de:ne the number of availabilities for Step 2 at time t as ln N + 1
times the number of eligible packet in the Harmonic bu"er minus the number of OPT
packets matched to them at this time.
We will demonstrate that there is always an eligible packet to match, when needed.
First, a more technical yet important property, is that for any pair of matched packets,
the Harmonic packet has smaller latency than the OPT packet. This will guarantee that
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a Harmonic packet is sent before any of the OPT packets matched to it. Observe that
the two matched packets may be destined to di"erent output ports.
Claim 1. The latency of any matched OPT packet p is strictly greater than the
latency of its Harmonic mate, f(p).
Proof. An OPT packet may be matched at either Step 1 or Step 2. We consider both
of these cases. The claim trivially holds by matching construction when an OPT packet
is matched at Step 2. When a packet is matched at Step 1, we transfer a match from
a matched OPT packet to a packet in the same queue in a higher position. Thus, the
claim also holds for Step 1.
We now show that if an OPT packet has to be matched at Step 2 then some threshold
inequality incorporating its queue in Harmonic is tight.
Observation 2. If at time t a packet in the queue Qs(i) of OPT has to be matched at
Step 2 then some of the inequalities incorporating LHARs(i) is tight at this time.
Proof. Suppose that s(i)= q. If the same number of packets destined to q were ad-
mitted by both OPT and Harmonic at time t then all packet matchings (if any) should
have been done by Step 1. Thus, it must be the case that some packet destined to q is
rejected by Harmonic, which means that there exists an inequality incorporating LHARs(i)
that is tight.
In the next claim we actually use the “harmonic” property of our policy. We show
that if a threshold inequality incorporating LHARq is tight at time t then the Harmonic
bu"er contains a suNcient number of packets with latency of at most LHARq (t),
Claim 2. If at time t an inequality I incorporating LHARq became tight, the Harmonic
bu1er contains at least M= ln(N )+1 packets with latency at most LHARq (t) at the end
of time step t.
Proof. Assume that Qq is the ith largest queue in the sorted order, i.e. q= s(i; t). Ob-
viously, LHARq (t)¿M=i(ln(N )+1), since I is tight. Moreover, there exist i−1 additional
queues, namely Qs(1; t); : : : ; Qs(i−1; t), each of which has length greater than or equal to
LHARq (t). Therefore, the Harmonic bu"er contains at least M= ln(N ) + 1 packets with
latency of at most LHARq (t).
Claim 2 combined with Claim 1 will allow us to :nd eligible packets for matching.
The next lemma demonstrates that each time a packet must be matched at Step 2, there
exist eligible packets in the Harmonic bu"er.
Lemma 1. At any time t, the number of OPT packets that have to be matched at
Step 2 of the matching routine is at most the number of availabilities in the Harmonic
bu1er.
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Proof. Consider the end of the transmission phase at time t. Let the number of matched
packets in the OPT bu"er be x and the number of OPT packets matched to packets
that are currently present in the Harmonic bu"er be y. Since by Claim 1, matched
Harmonic packets are scheduled earlier than their OPT mates we have that x¿y. Let
Qq be the shortest queue in Harmonic to which OPT accepts some packets that need
to be matched by Step 2. Note that the latency of any packet in OPT to be matched
by Step 2 is greater than LHARq (t). According to Observation 2, some inequality I
incorporating LHARq is tight. Now by Claim 2, there are at least M= ln(N ) + 1 packets
with latency less than or equal to LHARq (t) in the bu"er of Harmonic. Thus, the number
of availabilities is at least
M
ln(N ) + 1
(ln(N ) + 1)− y = M − y:
We are done since the number of OPT packets that have to be matched is at most
M − x.
Finally, we show that the matching process always succeeds and all extra packets
are matched.
Claim 3. The matching routine is feasible, i.e., we can always 9nd a packet required
at Step 2 of the routine.
Proof. By Lemma 1, it follows that there exists a suNcient number of availabilities
in the Harmonic bu"er.
Claim 4. All extra packets are matched.
Proof. Assume that an extra packet p is transmitted by OPT at time step t. By the
de:nition of an extra packet, lOPT (p; t) is greater than the length of the corresponding
Harmonic queue at time t, which is zero. Since by Claim 3 the matching never fails,
p had to have been matched before. Note that a packet never ceases to be matched as
long as it is a potentially extra packet.
Now we are ready to prove the main theorem that states that the Harmonic policy
achieves a competitive ratio of ln(N ) + 2.
Theorem 1. The competitive ratio of the Harmonic policy is at most ln(N ) + 2.
Proof. Packets transmitted by OPT out of 	 can be divided into packets (i) transmitted
by OPT such that at the same time there is a packet sent by Harmonic from the
same output port and (ii) other (extra) packets transmitted by OPT . By Claim 4,
there exists a matching between extra packets sent by OPT and packets sent by the
Harmonic. Moreover, Observation 1 implies that each Harmonic packet is matched at
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most ln N + 1 times. We obtain that
VOPT (	)6 (ln(N ) + 1)VHAR(	) + VHAR(	) = (ln(N ) + 2)VHAR(	);
which yields the theorem.
The next theorem derives the competitive ratio of the Parametric Harmonic policy.
Theorem 2. The competitive ratio of the Parametric Harmonic policy with parameter
r is at most rb+ 1.
Proof. The proof similar to that of Theorem 1. The only change is that any packet
of Parametric Harmonic is eligible for matching if it is matched at most rb− 1 times
(recall that b=(logr N )). Consider a queue Qq. We will show that there always
exist a suNcient number of availabilities. We argue that if at time t an inequality I
of Parametric Harmonic incorporating LHARq is tight, the bu"er of Parametric Harmonic
contains at least M=rb packets with latency of at most LHARq (t). The claim is trivially
true if Qq belongs to the :rst block since in this case LHARq (t)¿M=rb. In case Qq
belongs to the ith block, the (i − 1)th block contains at least ri−1 queues longer than
Qq. Note that LHARq ¿M=r
ib. Therefore, the total number of packets with latency of at
most LHARq (t) in the bu"er of Parametric Harmonic is at least
ri−1
M
rib
=
M
rb
:
In the following theorem we demonstrate a general lower bound on the performance
of any deterministic online policy.
Theorem 3. For su;ciently large M , any non-preemptive deterministic online policy
has a competitive ratio of at least (log N= log log N ).
Proof. Suppose that the bu"er is managed by an online deterministic policy A.
We will demonstrate that A’s competitive ratio is at least (log N= log log N ). Assume
that the bu"er is empty at time t=0 and let d= logd N . We divide the schedule of
A into d periods (to be de:ned later). We denote by Pn= [tns ; t
n
f ] the nth period and let
t0f =0.
Denition 9. Denote by Si the set of queues {Qdi−1+1; : : : ; Qdi} and let Bi(t) be the
total number of packets in the queues of Si at the end of the arrival phase at time t.
Consider the following scenario. At time t=0 arrives a sequence of bursts in which
the ith burst contains M=di packets destined to each output queue in Si for i=1; : : : ; d
(see Fig. 2). All bursts arrive consecutively at the same time step, i.e., before t=1.
(Note that in our model the number of input ports can be greater than N and such a
construction is feasible.) Depending on the decisions of A, we can stop the sequence
at any stage. If A accepts more than 2M=d packets from each such burst, then it uses
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Fig. 2. The lower bound scenario.
memory larger than M , which contradicts our assumption. Thus, A must accept at most
2M=d packets from the k1th burst since it is deterministic. The sequence is immediately
stopped after the k1th burst arrives, and we set t1f =M=d
k1 .
The :rst period takes place during [1; t1f ] = [1; M=d
k1 ]. After the transmission phase
at time t1f , we proceed as follows. If k1¿1 and Bk1−1(t
1
f )62M=d then let k
′
2 = k1 − 1,
otherwise let k ′2 = k1. During the arrival phase at time t
1
f , arrives a sequence of bursts
in which the ith burst contains M=di packets destined to each output queue in Si for
i=1; : : : ; d. The sequence is immediately stopped if for some k2¿k ′2 we have that
Bk2 (t
1
f )62M=d after the k2th burst arrives. We will show that there always exists such
k2. The second period P2 takes place during [t2s = t
1
f + 1; t
2
f = t
2
s +M=d
k2 ].
Denition 10. For n¿1, if kn−1¿1 and Bkn−1−1(t
n−1
f )62M=d then let kn′ = kn−1 − 1,
otherwise let kn′ = kn−1. Let kn¿kn′ be the :rst index such that Bkn(t
n−1
f )62M=d after
the burst destined to the output queues of Skn arrives. We say that kn is well-de9ned
if kn6d. Otherwise, we say that kn is unde9ned.
Note that kn sequence can be decreasing. Then the same scenario is repeated for
n=3; : : : ; d, that is during the arrival phase at time tn−1f , arrives a sequence of bursts
in which the ith burst contains M=di packets destined to each output queue in Si for
i=1; : : : ; kn and the nth period takes place during [tns = t
n−1
f + 1; t
n
f = t
n
s +M=d
kn ].
Next we will bound from below the throughput of OPT .
Lemma 2. The throughput of OPT during [t1s ; t
d
f ] is at least dM .
Proof. For each period Pn, OPT admits at time tns − 1, M=dkn packets to each of the
output queues in
⋃kn
j=1 Sj and transmits M packets by time t
n
f .
Now we derive a lower bound on the memory requirement of A at the end of a
period Pn assuming that ki is well-de:ned for 16i6n.
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Claim 5. Consider the period Pn. If ki is well-de9ned for 16i6n, then Bi(tnf )¿M
(2=d− n=d2) for 16i6kn − 2.
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. The claim trivially holds for P1. Now suppose
that the claim holds for Pn−1 and let us show that it also holds for Pn. Note that for
16i6kn − 2,
Bi(tnf )¿Bi(t
n−1
f )−M=d2 (1)
since the duration of Pn is M=dkn and |Si|6dkn−2. We consider two cases.
If i6kn−1− 2, then by the induction hypothesis Bi(tn−1f )¿M (2=d− (n− 1)=d2), and
using (1) we obtain that Bi(tnf )¿M (2=d− n=d2).
If kn−1 − 2¡i6kn − 2, then by our construction Bi(tn−1f )¿2M=d. Substituting (1)
we get that
Bi(tnf )¿ 2M=d−M=d2 ¿ M (2=d− n=d2):
In the next claim we show that kn is well-de:ned for 16n6d.
Claim 6. For each period Pn, kn is well-de9ned.
Proof. The proof is by way of contradiction. Let n be the smallest index for which kn
is unde:ned. (Note that k1 is always well-de:ned.) According to Claim 5,
Bi(tn−1f )¿ M (2=d− (n− 1)=d2) ¿ M=d
for 16i6kn−1 − 2.
Note that in our construction we stop the arrival sequence if for some k¿kn−1−1 we
have that Bk(tn−1f )62M=d. Thus, we have that Bi(t
n−1
f )¿M=d for 16i6d. Therefore,
A uses memory greater than M , which contradicts our assumption.
Next we will derive an upper bound on the throughput of A. We divide the through-
put of A into two kinds of packets and consider each of them separately. The pack-
ets of the :rst kind are packets sent out of the queues of
⋃kn−1
i=1 Si during a single
period Pn.
Claim 7. For any period Pn, the total number of packets sent by A out of the queues⋃kn−1
i=1 Si is bounded by M=d.
Proof. Since the duration of Pn is M=dkn , A is able to transmit at most dkn−1M=dkn =
M=d packets from the output queues in
⋃kn−1
i=1 Si.
The packets of the second kind are packets that were at time tn−1f in the queues of
Skn sent out during all subsequent periods.
Claim 8. The total number of packets that were at time tn−1f in the queues of Skn
sent by A during [tns ; t
d
f ] is bounded by 2M=d.
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Proof. By our construction, we have that Bkn(t
n−1
f )62M=d, which yields the claim.
The following claim states that all packets sent by A are actually counted.
Claim 9. All packets sent by A during [t1s ; t
d
f ] are either of the 9rst or of the second
kind.
Proof. We argue that the only packets that are not counted as packets of the :rst kind
are packets that present at time tn−1f in the queues of Skn for some n. That is due to
the fact that kn+1¿kn − 1.
Now we are ready to prove the key lemma.
Lemma 3. The throughput of A during [t1s ; t
d
f +M ] is bounded by 4M .
Proof. By Claim 7, the total number of packets of the :rst kind sent by A during all
periods is at most d(M=d)=M . According to Claim 8, the total number of packets of
the second kind is at most d(2M=d)= 2M . We obtain that the total number of packets
of both kinds sent by A by time tdf is at most 3M . Claim 9 implies that all packets are
counted. In addition, A could have bu"ered at time tdf at most M additional packets.
Therefore, the throughput of A during [t1s ; t
d
f +M ] is at most 4M .
Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 imply that the competitive ratio of A is at least d=4.
5. Simulation
In this section we :rst introduce traNc models used in our simulation. Then we
present the simulation setup. We conclude with the simulation results and their analysis.
5.1. Tra;c models
Network arrivals have been in the past modeled as Poisson processes, both for
analytic simplicity and ease of simulation. Recently, examinations of Internet traNc
[18,6,7,25] have challenged the validity of the Poisson model. Measurements of real
traNc suggests the existence of signi:cant traNc variance (burstiness) over a wide
range of time scales. TraNc that is bursty on many or all time scales can be described
statistically using the notion of self-similarity. Self-similarity is a property associated
with fractals—objects whose appearance is unchanged regardless of the scale at which
it is viewed.
A simple model of burstiness is the ON=OFF source, where the source generates
packets at peak rate in the ON period and is silent in the OFF period. Such a simple
structure can be viewed as modeling of a single source, where the ON period is a
burst and an OFF period characterizes a low transmission rate. Unfortunately a single
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ON/OFF source is too simple to exhibit the complex structure of self-similar traNc.
Combining N independent ON/OFF sources de:nes the N -Burst arrival process. The
N -Burst model demonstrates self-similar properties with long-range dependencies when
so-called Power-Tail (PT) distributions are employed for the ON period distribution
[27,19,21]. Self-similar traNc of the kind as produced by multiplexed ON/OFF sources
with PT distributed ON-times and exponentially distributed OFF-times was extensively
studied in [22]. In our simulations we use this model.
5.2. Simulation setup
We consider a 512× 512 switch. The core fabric has a shared-memory whose ca-
pacity is 6500 packets. (In order to provide fair comparison with the DT policy the
switch parameters were taken from [5].) Each output port maintains a logical queue.
When a packet arrives to the fabric, it is stored in a shared random access memory
(RAM), and the storage location (RAM address) is recorded in a separate FIFO bu"er
associated with the output port of that particular packet. In this way a logical output
queue is maintained for each output port.
The traNc is generated according to N -Burst model. Each ON/OFF source, alternates
between ON (active) and OFF (idle) periods. When a source becomes active (ON),
it selects according to the traNc scenario one of the output ports as its destination
and transmits bursts of random length throughout the active period. We used R system
[20] for statistical computation to generate random values. The traNc parameters are
as follows:
• ON-time is distributed according to power-tail distribution,
• OFF-time is distributed according to exponential distribution,
• burst size (peak rate of a source) is distributed according to uniform distribution.
We consider a non-uniform traNc scenario, in which there exist two classes of
output ports: moderately and heavily loaded. Heavily loaded output ports are more
likely to be chosen by the traNc sources than moderately loaded ones. (This implies
that, on average, a heavily loaded output has many more packets destined to it than a
moderately loaded one.)
5.3. Simulation results
In this section we present our simulation results. We compare the performance of
the Harmonic policy with the performance of two non-preemptive policies: the Static
Threshold (SMXQ) and the Dynamic Threshold (DT) policies. For the static threshold
policy we set the threshold parameter so as to obtain the best result, which was about
T =50. For the DT policy, we set the parameter =1.
In our simulation we vary the parameters of the distribution of ON/OFF periods
duration and the mean burst size. We investigate the performance of the bu"er man-
agement policy using the following important metrics:
(1) Total throughput. Clearly, the higher the better.
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Fig. 3. Total throughput versus active period duration.
(2) Packet loss probability for the moderately loaded output ports. The rational is that
the policy needs to protect the moderately loaded outputs from the e"ects of the
heavily loaded outputs.
Notice that the above metrics may be correlated, e.g. a policy that has no packet loss
maximizes the total throughput.
5.3.1. Results analysis
The simulation shows that the Harmonic policy performs uniformly well under var-
ious conditions and achieves high throughput. We do not present simulations of the
complete sharing and complete partitioning policies, this is mainly due to their poor
(in some cases extremely poor) performance compared to the three policies tested.
5.3.2. Total throughput
In this section we study the total throughput of the policies. Clearly, we would like
the policy to maximize the total throughput. We will compare the performance of the
three policies under various conditions.
Figs. 3–5 consider total throughput versus active and idle periods duration and mean
burst size. (Recall that the active period is distributed with a heavy tail and the idle
period is distributed exponentially.) As the active period increases, the DT policy
is unable to take advantage of it, and remains fairly ;at. Both the Harmonic and
SMXQ do take advantage of the increased load (which is caused by increasing the
active period), however, the Harmonic policy seems to have a :xed advantage over the
SMXQ policy.
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Fig. 5. Total throughput versus mean burst size.
Considering the duration of the idle period, the Harmonic and the SMXQ policies
behave very similarly, with a slight advantage to Harmonic. For the DT one can
see two regimes: the :rst, when the idle period is short (which implies high load),
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Fig. 6. Packet loss probability of moderately loaded output ports versus active period duration.
it performs poorly, but once the idle period is long enough (and thus the total load
is lower) it behaves similarly to the other two policies, and even slightly outperforms
them.
Increasing the mean burst size, we see that the Harmonic and the SMXQ policies
have a similar curve with a signi:cant advantage to the Harmonic. The DT policy
exhibits again two di"erent regimes. In the light load (small mean burst) it slightly
outperforms Harmonic, while in the heavy load (large mean burst size) its output even
degrades.
In conclusion one can see that the DT policy is problematic when the load increases.
Rather than increasing its throughput, it remains constant. Both Harmonic and SMXQ
can take advantage of the increased load, yet Harmonic outperforms SMXQ.
5.3.3. Packet loss probability of moderately loaded ports
In this section we study the packet loss probability of the moderately loaded out-
put ports. The basic motivation is that a good policy should protect the traNc of
the moderately loaded ports from that of the heavily loaded output ports. Ideally, the
packet loss probability of the moderately loaded output ports would be constant, re-
gardless of changes in the heavily loaded output ports. Unfortunately, none of the
policies even comes close to this ideal. (A policy which clearly has this property
is complete partition, but it has demonstrated very poor performance in all other
parameters.)
Figs. 6–8 consider packet loss probability of the moderately loaded output ports
versus active and idle periods duration and mean burst size. The Harmonic policy
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Fig. 8. Packet loss probability of moderately loaded output ports versus mean burst size.
outperforms the SMXQ policy fairly consistently. The DT policy performs better than
both of these policies for low loads and worse for high loads (as we already observed
in the total throughput case).
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We note that the inequalities system of Harmonic also guarantees some degree of
fairness among active queues: if there are exactly k active queues then their queue
lengths converge to the fair share, that is Bk=k packets. Intuitively, the cumulative
thresholds system allows short queues to use bu"er space that is freed by the long
queues until their lengths are equated.
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